Angelina Jolie, Johnny Depp get steamy in *The Tourist*

Mark Wahlberg & Amy Adams duke it out in *The Fighter*

Meet Justin Bieber in London, UK

Olivia Wilde & Garrett Hedlund get their game on in *TRON: Legacy*
DON'T JUST DRIVE...

CRUZE

The All-New 2011 Chevrolet Cruze.

Named Autobest 2010 by European Journalists*
Car of the year in India*
And now winner of AJAC’s
BEST NEW SMALL CAR (over $21,000)

*2010 Model Year. Vehicle features vary between global markets.
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Go to tribute.ca for everything movies!
Sign up for MovieMail to get all the latest gossip in Hollywood and cool contests or search for movie showtimes on your mobile at m.tribute.ca.

MOVIES

Download the Tribute Movies iPhone App now! Plus, buy movie tickets online! Go to Showtimes to purchase.

THIS MONTH: Star Interviews

Hear what the stars have to say! Johnny Depp and Angelina Jolie talk about The Tourist and Reese Witherspoon dishes on her comedy How Do You Know and more!

Hot new trailers!

Little Fockers, The Green Lantern, Red Riding Hood, Sucker Punch and more!

tribute.ca Poll

We asked, you answered!

Many stars have portrayed the famous Marilyn Monroe. Who is your favourite Marilyn look-a-like?

Scarlett Johansson (57%)
Madonna (19%)
Michelle Williams (12%)
Angelina Jolie (6%)
Lindsay Lohan (5%)
Paris Hilton (1%)

Meet Justin Bieber in London

Enter for your chance to WIN a trip to London, England to meet Justin Bieber in concert and meet him backstage!

www.tribute.ca

Recycle your issue of Tribute. Share it with a friend!
Caught on camera

From onstage performances to red carpet appearances to family fun—these stars are always in the spotlight.

Gerard Butler attends a movie premiere with a new scruffy look. The hunky Scottish star is being sued for more than 1.5 million CAD over the name of his new production company, Evil Twins Entertainment, by a firm called Evil Twins Productions.

Country Strong’s Gwyneth Paltrow—who showcased her singing chops at the Country Music Awards—also wowed audiences with her performance on an episode of Glee.

Brad Pitt took Shiloh and the gang zip-lining in Budapest. The famous Jolie-Pitt clan is there while Angelina Jolie shoots her directorial debut, United Love Story.

Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson and Rupert Grint attended the premiere of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 in London. The trio got sentimental during interviews with Tribute about their final days of shooting the film series. For more, go to tribute.ca.
Jessica Alba goes grocery shopping in L.A. Alba recently revealed that she almost quit acting due to harsh comments by directors, saying, “I remember when I was dying in Silver Surfer. The director was like, ‘It looks too real. It looks too painful. Can you be prettier when you cry? Cry pretty, Jessica.’"

Jake Gyllenhaal, 29, tries to slip out of London’s Heathrow airport unnoticed with Anne Hathaway close behind. The Love & Other Drugs star is now making beautiful music with country singer Taylor Swift, 21, who’s known to write about her romantic relationships.

Canadian actress Malin Ackerman was in New York recently to watch the famous Victoria’s Secret Fashion show. Ackerman recently replaced Lindsay Lohan in Inferno, in which she will play Linda Lovelace, the porn star famous for her adult film, Deep Throat. Chris Hanley, Inferno’s producer stated that it’s better for Lindsay to focus on her rehabilitation for now. “Lindsay had scheduling issues due to legal obligations and is continuing to focus on getting better in rehab.”

Jim Carrey has his fill of shopping for the day in New York City. The actor was actually filming the movie Mr. Popper’s Penguins on Park Avenue.

Elizabeth Banks stepped out on the red carpet for her film The Next Three Days.
It all started with an old arcade game that sucked Kevin Flynn (Jeff Bridges) into a fantastical gaming world of life and death on a glowing grid.

*Tron* broke barriers when it first premiered in 1982, and for its second coming, a whopping 28 years later, its use of technology rivals that of James Cameron’s *Avatar* and has some fresh faces to add to the excitement.

For newcomers Garrett Hedlund and Olivia Wilde, who star as Sam Flynn, Kevin’s estranged son, and Quorra, it was a no-brainer for them jump into the computer-animated world. But with its spectacular effects, it was the heart of the story that roped in Hedlund and Wilde.

“I felt really lucky that Joe [Kosinski, director] was so open to having a heroine in a Disney movie that didn’t have flowing, ‘Little Mermaid’ hair,” Wilde said, while in Los Angeles. “When we first talked about the role, I said it would be cool if she had a sort of Joan of Arc type of vibe to her. I did lots of research on ancient Buddhist warriors. I think this kind of asymmetrical, almost androgynous kind of look made her more interesting.”

Adds Hedlund: “At first I was curious, you know? Because I’d seen what the VFX footage looked like and I thought, ‘All right, where are they going to take this?’

In the upcoming *Tron: Legacy* movie, we find Kevin’s son, Sam, embark on an adventure to find his missing father, who has been trapped in the Tron world for 20 years.

When Sam hears a signal coming from an old machine at his father’s old arcade shop he finds a hidden office and, after tampering with some old equipment, gets sucked into a strange world. There, he meets the fearless, sexy warrior Quorra, and embarks on a father and son, life-and-death journey across a visually stunning cyber-universe. Of course,

Hedlund had to sharpen his disc-throwing skills in order to survive on the famous grid. “Most of that stuff was all improv,” Hedlund says of the famous disc game scenes. “The special FX guy or the prop guy would be tossing me disc after disc and I would jump around. I would say a little something, then I would maybe do a shoulder roll and get up and throw...
SMELL LIKE A MAN, MAN.

Old Spice
the disc. I was able to be wild with no rules, and attempt whatever. It’s those kinds of little gems that are great for the special FX guys to play with.”

Although Hedlund and Wilde knew the special effects would be tremendous and groundbreaking, they did most of their own stunt work, not only for their fighting skills but to get into their skin-tight suits. “Physically it was more challenging than anything I’d ever done and so I really had to spend every waking moment that I wasn’t shooting my TV show House to train,” Wilde says. “Once I knew what it felt like to have muscles, I suddenly thought, ‘Wow, this is what it feels like to be a warrior, to be someone who can protect themselves.’ I was walking home at night, and I remember thinking, if somebody jumped me, I think I could take them!” Adds Hedlund: “The training was difficult, but it’s acquiring the abilities, like for the art of Parkour and Capoeira that takes some agility, and time.”

It also wouldn’t be a Tron world without some colorful characters, including Castor and Jarvis. This is where formidable British stars Michael Sheen and James Frain step into the fantasy world. Sheen and Frain had some freedom to develop their characters, which also lent a bit of comedic relief to the movie. “I was going mainly for the ’70s British rock star look,” Sheen said. “The character of Castor was supposed to be this showman, a really larger-than-life character that would bring a different kind of energy to the film. So I thought about a chameleon, and somebody who’s very able to take on new personas and adapt. And that’s what made me think about Bowie, and the whole Ziggy look.”

For Frain, who plays the head of the evil Clu’s secret police, his look had to be updated regularly. “My head was shaved for me every morning,” Frain said. “I just felt fantastically sexy in this costume, I must say [laughs]. Jarvis fulfills the designs of the evil Clu. But he’s unfortunately fundamentally inept, and finds it very difficult to get anything done without making very obvious mistakes.”

For more exclusive interviews with the Tron: Legacy cast, go to www.tribute.ca/tron.

Special Effects

All in all, Tron: Legacy is still Bridges’ world. And this time, he’s in a unique position, playing both the good guy and the bad guy—two characters, Kevin Flynn and Clu (his original avatar), separated by nearly three decades. The effect to make Bridges look 35 years younger was achieved by the visual effects artists at Digital Domain, using some of the same techniques from The Curious Case of Benjamin Button that made Brad Pitt look like a realistic 90-year-old man. The effects team used Bridges’ image from one of his past movies, Against All Odds.

Using highly developed technology known as facial capture, the film’s visual effects supervisor, Eric Barba, said that they used the first-ever helmet-mounted camera in live action, to allow Bridges’ younger self to interact with other characters. “Clu had to look, feel, breathe and act exactly like the young Jeff,” Barba said. “He had to be believable, a realistic human. We took our E-Motion Capture technology and pushed it far beyond anything we’ve ever done. It raised the bar higher than we’ve seen before.”

But what was it like for Bridges to play against his younger self? “For an actor, for me anyway, it’s very exciting and I’m happy to know now that I can play myself at any age, maybe even a different sex too! Maybe I could play a woman next.”
Kids bring everyone closer, right?

Little Fockers
A TRIP BY TRAIN.
A GIFT THAT GOES FAR BEYOND THE ORDINARY.

Give the gift of Canada with VIA Rail gift cards. Available at certain retailers and in all train stations.

Details at viarail.ca
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Tron: Legacy

The Green Hornet

Gulliver’s Travels
and more!

Leighton Meester

stars in Country Strong, The Roommate and Monte Carlo!

Meet Justin Bieber in London!

Hot Stars Robert & Kristen kiss!

movies/showtimes: www.tribute.ca
Get real time showtimes

tribute Movie App

• search for theatres
• browse showtimes by date or location
• view posters and movie photos
• watch trailers
• rate the movies

Download Tribute Movies to your iPhone™. It’s free!

www.tribute.ca/mobileapps
in the entertainment category

iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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Meet Justin Bieber at his concert in London, England!
Visit tribute.ca for your chance to Win a trip to London, England to meet Justin and attend his concert!

Go to tribute.ca to win CDs and cool prizes from any featured Teen Tribute music artist including Katy Perry, These Kids Wear Crowns and more!

PLUS, enter for your chance to meet Sweet Thing!
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Check out Katy Perry, Rihanna, and Rob Pattinson and Kristen Stewart kissing in Brazil!
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Snapped

Your favourite Stars around town

Pop sensation Katy Perry launches her new fragrance, Purr, while in London.

Emma Watson stunned the crowd with her skin-tight black dress and pixie haircut. Watson was promoting Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 in New York. For an interview with Watson, go to tribute.ca

Rihanna showed off her new bright red hair extensions while performing on the Today Show in New York. The singer recently opened up on a radio show about her relationship with Canadian rapper Drake, saying, “We didn’t want to take it any further. It was at a really fragile time in my life, so I just didn’t want to get too serious with anything or anyone at that time.”

Robert Pattinson and Kristen Stewart share a kiss while filming The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn in Brazil.

Justin Bieber sets the record straight about his life and career in his new book Justin Bieber First Step 2 Forever: My Story.

Meet Justin Bieber in London! Go to tribute.ca/JustinBieber to enter.
Taylor Swift rocked out on stage during the Teen Awards show. Swift is said to be officially off the dating market since she set eyes on Jake Gyllenhaal.

Zac Efron sported a new scruffy look while promoting Charlie St. Cloud in Australia. Efron stars next as a Marine who returns home after serving in Iraq and searches for the unknown woman he believes was his good luck charm during the war.

Gossip Girl hottie Chase Crawford shows he’s a man of style at the Chanel store opening in SoHo, New York. Crawford stars next in Peace, Love & Misunderstanding, in which he gets his first taste of the Woodstock festival.

Glee star Lea Michele’s career is on fire. So what does her real boyfriend think of her onscreen kisses with co-star Cory Monteith? “My boyfriend [Theo Stockman] is an actor as well,” she tells Teen Vogue. “So he understands. [Cory and I] are such good friends that we’ve passed that level of weirdness.”
GIRLS!
Meet Justin Bieber at his Concert in London, England!
Visit Tribute.ca to Win a trip to London, England to meet Justin and attend his concert!

Justin Bieber’s newest CD, My Worlds Acoustic features nine acoustic hits and the new song “Pray.” Available now.

Grand Prize:
- Two tickets to Justin’s concert at the O2 Arena in London, England
- Meet Justin backstage
- Two nights hotel accommodation in London, England
- Your picture with Justin in an upcoming issue of Tribute Magazine
- Two return airline tickets to London, England

tribute.ca/JustinBieber

Open to all residents of Canada. To enter, go to www.tribute.ca and click on contests. Contest closes Feb 21, 2011. Prize details will be determined by Tribute Entertainment Media Group based on the winner’s location. Either the winner or companion must be at least 19 years of age at the time of travel.
He sang for U.S. President Barack Obama. He's appeared on everything from David Letterman to Saturday Night Live. Now, pop superstar Justin Bieber is hitting the big screen in his very own documentary, in 3-D no less! And to think, this Stratford, Ontario-raised 16-year-old started from humble roots.

Bieber's entrance to the music scene began at a young age, when he taught himself how to play the piano, drums, guitar and trumpet. By age 12, Bieber was entering Stratford music competitions, performing covers of R&B star Ne-Yo's "So Sick," and posting YouTube videos crooning to Usher and Stevie Wonder's greatest hits. It wasn't long before the online word of mouth spread, and the kid from Stratford became an Internet sensation.

Spotted on YouTube by music producer Scooter Braun, Bieber was soon tracked down and flown to Atlanta, where a bidding war ensued. In the end, he signed with Usher and Island Def Jam Records, where he launched his first album, the platinum-selling My World, with the hit singles "One Time," "One Less Lonely Girl" and "Love Me."

"Bieber Fever" soon took over the hearts and minds of young girls everywhere. Swarms of young fans became so overwhelming that appearances and performances had to be canceled for fear of problems with crowd control. Not since The Beatles had an artist so captivated the world's youth, a phenomenon that only grew with the release of My World 2.0, and his biggest single to date, "Baby," which features Bieber singing alongside rap star Ludacris.

A bona fide pop phenomenon, Bieber's reach knows no bounds, with endorsements from everything from the skin-care line Proactiv to books and his very own brand of nail polish by Nicole for O.P.I., featuring shades named after his songs. Add to this a soon-to-be-released Bieber toy line, jewelry, and an upcoming acoustic album, and it's hard to argue that Bieber hasn't become a brand in his own right.

In February, Bieber will transition from concert halls to movie theatres with the release of his larger-than-life documentary Justin Bieber: Never Say Never in February 2011. Presented in eye-popping 3D, Bieber's doc features an intimate, behind-the-scenes look at the young star, from his modest beginnings to his sold-out international tours.

—By Dan Blackwell
The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
December 10 Family
Ben Barnes, Georgie Henley, Skandar Keynes, Bill Nighy
Accompanied by Prince Caspian (Barnes) and their cousin Eustace (Poulter), Edmund (Keynes) and Lucy (Henley) Pevensie must once again embark upon a voyage through the magical world of Narnia, this time aboard the royal ship The Dawn Treader.
Buzz: Ben Barnes had a minor injury on set after he was hit in the face with a sword during the filming of a fight scene.

Tron: Legacy
December 17 Action
Jeff Bridges, Garrett Hedlund, Olivia Wilde, Bruce Boadieitner, James Frain, Beau Garrett, Michael Sheen
Decades after the disappearance of his video-game developer father (Bridges), adventurous 27-year-old Sam Flynn (Hedlund) sets out on a journey that draws him into the video game world his father created. Trapped in a digital landscape, father and son must work with the cyber heroine Quorra (Wilde) and fight their way out of the virtual world, while conquering a cunning villain bent on keeping them trapped in the game permanently.
Buzz: Disney will be releasing a Tron couture fashion line to accompany the film.

Country Strong
December 22 Drama
Gwyneth Paltrow, Tim McGraw, Garrett Hedlund, Leighton Meester
Up-and-coming country star Beau (Hedlund) and former country star Kelly (Paltrow) begin a tour to resurrect Kelly’s career, as old emotional scars and romantic complications threaten to turn their world inside out.
Buzz: Meester said she was so keen on the part that she flew to Nashville on weekends to shoot, and then back to New York to film Gossip Girl.

Gulliver’s Travels
December 22 Comedy
Jack Black, Emily Blunt, Jason Segel, Amanda Peet, Billy Connolly, Romany Malco, Catherine Tate, T.J. Miller
On a disastrous trip to the Bermuda Triangle, travel writer Lemuel Gulliver (Black) is stranded on an island whose sole inhabitants are industrious, miniature villagers.
Buzz: Taylor Lautner was originally supposed to appear in Gulliver’s Travels, but the role was given to Jason Siegel.

The Green Hornet
January 14 Action
Seth Rogen, Jay Chou, Cameron Diaz, Christoph Waltz, Edward James Olmos, David Harbour, Tom Wilkinson
Aimless playboy Britt Reid (Rogen) spends his days living off his family’s wealth, until the mysterious death of his media-magnate father forces him to take action against the criminal underworld. Partnered with high-flying sidekick Kato (Jay Chou), Britt takes to the night as The Green Hornet, using high-tech gadgets and vigilante justice to undo a criminal kingpin’s (Waltz) stranglehold over L.A.
Buzz: Bruce Lee played Kato on the original ‘60s Green Hornet TV show.
**Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark**

January 21 Horror  
Katie Holmes, Guy Pearce,  
Bailee Madison  
A young girl (Madison), her father (Pearce) and his girlfriend (Holmes) move into a new home, only to discover unfriendly spirits dwelling under the stairs.  
**Buzz:** The movie is written by Guillermo del Toro, director of *Hellboy* and *Pan’s Labyrinth.*

**The Roommate**

February 4 Thriller  
Alyson Michalka, Cam Gigandet,  
Leighton Meester, Matt Lanter,  
Minka Kelly, Billy Zane  
Sara’s (Kelly) move to college is picture perfect when she hits it off with her new roommate, Rebecca (Meester), but all is not as it seems. Dangerously unstable, Rebecca begins violently targeting Sara’s friends and loved ones, as her obsession turns Sara’s idyllic life into the school year from hell.  
**Buzz:** Cam Gigandet and Minka Kelly shared the big screen in this fall’s *Easy A.*

**Gnomeo and Juliet**

February 11, Family  
James McAvoy, Jason Statham,  
Emily Blunt, Michael Caine, Seth Green, Maggie Smith, Patrick Stewart  
Star-crossed lovers from opposing gardens, Gnomeo (McAvoy) and Juliet (Blunt) have dared to defy the odds in the pursuit of love, but can they survive the hazardous world of gnome rivalries, lawnmower races and pink flamingos?  
**Buzz:** Rumour has it Lady Gaga and Elton John will be teaming up for the film’s soundtrack.

**Monte Carlo**

February 14 Comedy  
Selena Gomez, Katie Cassidy,  
Leighton Meester, Andie MacDowell, Cory Monteith  
Three friends (Gomez, Cassidy and Meester) dream trip to Paris proves uneventful, until a detour into a five-star hotel has one of them mistaken for a British heiress. Drawn into a dream world of celebrity and couture, the girls’ newfound fame takes them to Monte Carlo, where wealth, storybook romances and paparazzi turn their run-of-the-mill vacation upside down.  
**Buzz:** Star Dianna Agron (on a break from *Glee*) described the film as a sci-fi *Breakfast Club* meets *Rebel Without a Cause.*

**I Am Number Four**

February 18 Action  
Alex Pettyfer, Timothy Olyphant, Teresa Palmer, Dianna Agron, Kevin Durand, Callan McAuliffe  
On the run and with no ties to his past, super-powered teen John Smith (Pettyfer) and his guardian Henri (Olyphant) move from city to city, until finally settling into a sleepy Ohio town. After enrolling in high school and befriending a local girl, John finds himself falling in love, even as deadly pursuers force him to confront his secret identity and rapidly emerging powers.  
**Buzz:** An on-set romance was rumoured to have started between Leighton Meester and co-star Luke Bracey.
teen tribute music
the hottest artists of the year!

Go to tribute.ca to win CDs and cool prizes from any featured Teen Tribute music artist!

PLUS
Go to tribute.ca for your chance to meet Sweet Thing!

These Kids Wear Crowns
$4.99
debut ep includes the singles: SKELETONS, FIFA 99, OCEANS, & BREAK IT UP

Katy Perry
Teenage Dream
featuring the hit singles CALIFORNIA GURLS, TEENAGE DREAM & FIREWORK

SWEET THING
GET IT NOW!
featuring the singles LAZY SUSAN, DANCE MOTHER + CHANGE OF SEASONS as heard in the box office smash EASY A

sweetthingmusic.com
STUFFit!

FAR EAST MOVEMENT
Far East Movement's debut album Free Wired includes the singles "Like A G6" and "Rocketeer" feat. Ryan Tedder of One Republic.

NICKI MINAJ
Hip Hop's sexy new femme fatale drops her debut album Pink Friday which includes the hits "Your Love", "Check It Out" and "Right Thru Me".

STEREOS
Canadian pop stars Stereos return with their new album Uncontrollable, picking up where they left off with their fun upbeat pop sound. Includes the new single "Uncontrollable". Available December 14th.

RIHANNA
Rihanna's fifth studio album, LOUD. Includes the #1 singles "Only Girl (In The World)" and "What's My Name" feat. Drake

ALSO AVAILABLE:
NE-YO • LIBRA SCALE
FEFE DOBSON • JOY GIRLICIOUS • REBUILT
BLACK EYED PEAS • THE BEGINNING
KID CUDI • MAN ON THE MOON 2: THE LEGEND OF MR. RAGER
JUSTIN BIEBER • MY WORLDS ACOUSTIC
KANYE WEST • MY BEAUTIFUL DARK TWISTED FANTASY
NELLY • 5.0

hmv
Z 103.5
ALL THE HITS.

THE Z MORNING SHOW
SCOTT FOX, DAVE & ASHLEY
5:30AM - 10AM

THE AFTERNOON DRIVE WITH
THE HAMMER
3PM - 7PM

Z1035.com
Order a special dessert! Baker Street White Chocolate and strawberry Yule log cake, $14.99 at various grocery stores.

Swiss Army Classic SD Red Snowflake multipurpose tool, $26.

Japanese Cherry Blossom gift basket, Bath & Body Works, $29.50.

For the coffee aficionado: Breville Espresso Machine with coffee grinder, $699.

Birks pendant shape, blue sapphire and diamond earrings, $4,150.

Angelina Jolie dazzles with teardrop earrings.

Canadian Tire holiday gift bag, $2. Proceeds go to charity!

Harry Potter Hogwarts Lego Castle, $174.99.

The Kodak Playsport Video Camera captures HD video, even below 10 ft of water! $159.95.

Justin Bieber JustBeats headphones, $199.95.

101 Gangster Movies You Must See Before You Die features tough-guy movies spanning from the ’30s, $9.99.

Actress Jill Hennessy loves the Edmonton Folk Festival and the West Edmonton Mall where she bought a cool jacket from Winners.

UGG and Jimmy Choo Mandah boot in Black, $795.00, is perfect for the fashionable person on your list.

The beauty junky on your list will love the Quo Hidden Gems Collection including 32 eye shadows, 16 lip glosses, four blushes and two pressed powders, $42.
Holiday Gift Guide

Marilyn, August 1953: The Lost LOOK Photos is a collection of a breathtaking photos of the movie star of her time in the Canadian Rockies in the summer of 1953, $30, Dover Publications.

Festive pet sweater, $12.99, Winners.

Decorate with gorgeous ornaments. HomeSense, $5.99 each.


Veuve Clicquot champagne in ice jacket, $65.

The Sounds of Star Wars book tells the intimate details behind your favorite Star Wars sound effects, $48.64.

Disney Rapunzel Braiding Friends Hair Braider $42.99.

The luxurious, Audi R8 Spyder was the official ride of Robert Downey Jr.’s Tony Stark in Iron Man 2. The sports car starts from $187,000.


DavidsTea 12-Tea specialty gift set, $25, is perfect for the tea lover.

Toy Story Trilogy: Ultimate Toy-Box 3 Movie Collection packs Ten discs of Toy Story goodness into one collector’s case, $179.99.

From holiday parties, to family dinners—gorgeous jewellery and statement pieces are a must to get you through the holiday season! Go to tribute.ca and enter for your chance to win these beautiful pieces from lia sophia.

Over $700 value!

Sophisticated charm for the holiday brunch. Charm City Bracelet, $73.

Dance the night away. Moonlight Waltz Earrings, $55.

Understated elegance for the office party. Pearlette Necklace, $53.

Ring in the New Year. Crystallo Ring, $91.

A perfect fit for any occasion. Twilight Stretch Bracelet, $143.

 lia sophia jewellery is sold exclusively through independent sales representatives (known as Advisors) at home parties. lia sophia offers women an opportunity to own a business. Advisors enjoy a flexible schedule and the ability to reach their personal goals, from paying down debt, to spending more time with family and friends to knowing the satisfaction of running their own businesses. To learn more about hosting a jewellery show or become an Advisor, visit www.liasophia.ca.

Open to all residents of Canada. To enter, go to www.tribute.ca and click on contests. Contest closes Dec. 12, 2010. Prize details will be determined by Tribute Entertainment Media Group based on the winner's location and availability. For complete rules and regulations go to www.tribute.ca or send a self-addressed stamped envelope to "Lia Sophia Contest," c/o Tribute Entertainment Media Group, P.O. Box 343, Toronto, ON, M6C 2B7.
Brilliant Books, Brilliant Gifts!

Holiday Gift Guide

Tiffany Holly clutches in satin, $720 each.

High fidelity meets high fashion with the Panasonic ZrO2 headphones with Swarovski cubic zirconia crystals, $59.99.

Lost Encyclopedia features more than 400 pages and over 1500 images, in a comprehensive guide to the characters, items, locations and plotlines, $50.

Shrek The Whole Story Quadrilogy set has Shrek, Fiona and Donkey’s adventures piled into one cool box set, $53.99.

Blackberry Torch 9800 with touchscreen and pullout keyboard is perfect for the gadget lover, from $199 at Rogers.

Fuji XP10 camera is shockproof, waterproof, freeze-proof and mudproof, $179.99.

Diane Kruger is the face of Calvin Klein BEAUTY.

Calvin Klein floral fragrance is light, fresh and makes the perfect gift. Eau de parfum spray 100ml $115.

Actor Ryan Phillippe thinks the best gift is nice a nice vacation at a resort in the Caribbean.


www.tribute.ca

Bring BBC magic home for the holidays!

Available at hmv
HOROSCOPE

JAKE GYLLENHAL - Sagittarius born December 19, 1980, Los Angeles, CA
An acting career may seem totally natural when you’re the son of a movie director and a
screenwriter, and Paul Newman is your godfather. Certainly Jake has his sign’s easy-going
charm. He also has the Sagittarian activist spirit. Offscreen, he supports various political
and social causes. Onscreen, he tackles controversial roles such as the confused Marine in
Jarhead (2005) and the co-lead in the highly lauded Brokeback Mountain. It’s also the sign
of the bachelor, and post-Kirsten Dunst this hunk has been linked with such Hollywood
beauties as Reese Witherspoon, and most recently Taylor Swift. A highly Creative 2011 lies
ahead for him, while he likely continues to play the field.

STARS STRUCK
What the stars have planned for you

ARIES (March 21 – April 20)
The holidays are here, and you’re ready to go! Don’t leave any
loose ends behind at the office, though, or you might just trip
yourself up. Negotiate all fine print carefully from the 10th on.
Do keep room in your agenda for impromptu get-togethers
from the 20th on—and for strategic manoeuvres under the
mistletoe.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21)
Your heart never strays far from the hearth this month. With
travel iffy that’s probably a good thing. You and someone dear
make some solid plans for the future. After the 22nd, out-of-
town house-guests keep you hopping. You add sparkle and
style to holiday preparations, and on the 31st everyone’s on
your wavelength.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21)
You certainly won’t be home alone this holiday season. Those
close want to get closer, and your social life is on mad sleigh
ride. Why does everyone want to slow you down with their
responsibilities? Set some limits, especially with people at
work. Keep an eye on the holiday spending, lest expenses
careen out of control.

CANCER (June 22 – July 22)
It’s a wonderful life, Cancer, and not just a rerun movie! Make
dates, host a party, mix and mingle. Just make sure to double-
check your work, as details can trip you up now. Late in the
month, love is definitely in the air. Cast around for a new
romantic lead on New Year’s Eve, if you’re eligible.

leo (July 23 – August 23)
Your approach to the holidays: the more the merrier! As in
more parties, more gifts, more everything. Don’t overdo it,
though; aspects favor observances bigger on meaning than
expense. You may be asked to prove yourself on the job, though
a promised raise or promotion is delayed until 2011.

VIRGO (August 24 – September 23)
You’re dancing the holiday quick-step. Your family keeps you hopping,
and some mix-ups in scheduling make extra work as well.
Go with the frantic flow, and keep celebrations on the modest
side. Around the 21st you could have a brilliant flash about your
future direction. Hold that thought heading into 2011.

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23)
It’s lights, camera, yet action is stalled on many fronts.
Misunderstandings and quarrels between family members
erupt, and it may be up to you to keep the peace. Your ruling
planet, Venus, prompts you to overspend on gifts if you’re not
careful. But it also could bring a nice bonus or raise to ring in
the New Year in style.

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22)
Your Grinch tendencies fail to make an appearance this year.
Increased self-confidence, especially about your earning cap-
acity, has you more jolly than ever. An unexpected gift is more
than one chance at romance, especially mid-month. Postpone
that purchase of a big-ticket item, or make sure to get the
extended warranty.

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21)
When they roll the credits this month, your name tops the list.
Expect to get the star treatment wherever you go. Just put on
the brakes from time to time, lest you spin out of control. A
new relationship seems stalled mid-month. You’ll have to use
some patience, and maybe grant this person more space.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20)
Home stretch to the holidays: time to stop driving yourself so
hard. Personal plans likely stall, and through no fault of your
own. Meanwhile, the ghosts of holidays past come back to
haunt you. Mostly, they bring happy thoughts and perhaps the
return of lost friendship. Your love life has a charmed quality
now.

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 18)
Your favorite themes are written into the holiday scenario:
spontaneity and convivial gatherings Lighthearted friend-
ships flourish, but keep an eye out for opportunities to use the
grapevine to your professional advantage. Take time to retreat
from it all now and then and contemplate your next big move.

PISCES (February 19 – March 20)
Make your career move early in the month. Set your agenda and
show you have what it takes. If it’s time to ask for a raise, do so
before the 10th; just don’t expect a firm commitment until next
year. The friendship theme spices the script. From the 21st on,
loved ones gather around you for warmth and cheer.

—Susan Kelly, astrologer
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THE TOURIST
December 10 Action
Angelina Jolie, Johnny Depp, Paul Bettany, Timothy Dalton, Steven Berkoff, Rufus Sewell
American tourist Frank Taylor’s (Depp) haphazard encounter with a mysterious and tantalizing woman (Jolie) while vacationing in Italy throws the newfound couple into an international crime caper the likes of which neither are prepared for.
Buzz: A steamy shower scene between Jolie and Depp was cut from the film at Depp’s request because his partner Vanessa Paradis deemed it inappropriate.

HOW DO YOU KNOW
December 17 Comedy
Reese Witherspoon, Owen Wilson, Paul Rudd, Jack Nicholson, Kathryn Hahn
Corporate exec George (Rudd) and professional baseball player Manny (Wilson) compete for the love of 27-year-old Lisa (Witherspoon), as the three become embroiled in a complex and humorous love triangle.
Buzz: The film had to be quickly re-edited close to its release because regulators ruled there is too much swearing.

THE FIGHTER
December 17 Drama
Mark Wahlberg, Christian Bale, Amy Adams, Melissa Leo
Real-life boxer “Irish” Micky Ward (Mark Wahlberg) and his trainer-brother Dick Eklund’s quest for the world championship takes center ring as they battle the mean streets of Massachusetts, Eklund’s drug addiction, and a title fight that will put Ward’s resolve and perseverance to the ultimate test.
Buzz: Mark Wahlberg recently said it’s the “best film he’s ever been in.”

TRON: LEGACY
December 17 Action
Jeff Bridges, Garrett Hedlund, Olivia Wilde, James Frain, Michael Sheen, Beau Garrett
Twenty years after the disappearance of his video-game programming father (Bridges), Sam Flynn (Hedlund) sets out to track him down, only to be trapped in the very game his father created. Stuck in a computerized world where reality is turned upside down, father and son must now team with the alluring warrior Quorra (Wilde) to fight a merciless digital despot, and escape back to reality.
Buzz: Garrett Hedlund had to get his motorcycle license for cruising on the Ducati 1000.

RABBIT HOLE
December 17 Drama
Nicole Kidman, Aaron Eckhart, Sandra Oh, Jon Tenney, Dianne Wiest
Following the tragic death of their son, Becca (Kidman) and Howie Corbett’s (Eckhart) perfect family life is shattered. While Becca chooses to embrace a relationship with the young man who accidentally killed her son, mournful Howie confronts his past and embraces outsiders, forcing the once happy couple to reexamine the choices they’ve based their lives on.
Buzz: “To keep costs down, the cast lived in the house where they shot the film. “We ate the same breakfast cereal you see in the film, and we shared a bathroom,” said Kidman.
GULLIVER’S TRAVELS
December 22 Comedy
Jack Black, Emily Blunt, Jason Segel, Amanda Peet, Billy Connolly, Romany Malco, Catherine Tate, T.J. Miller
A travel writer’s trip to the Bermuda Triangle turns surreal when he’s stranded on the hidden island of Lilliput, home to a population of pint-sized inhabitants.
Buzz: Jason Segal stars as Horatio, who spends most of the movie in Black’s shirt pocket.

LITTLE FOCKERS
December 22 Comedy
Robert De Niro, Ben Stiller, Owen Wilson, Blythe Danner, Teri Polo, Jessica Alba, Laura Dern, Harvey Keitel, Barbra Streisand
Greg (Stiller) has survived his ex-CIA father-in-law Jack’s (De Niro) suspicious nature in the past (cat-milking and all), but when he takes a new job at a pharmaceutical company, Greg is once again tasked with proving he’s good enough for Jack’s daughter (Polo), and a responsible family man.
Buzz: Jessica Alba will play a sexy pharmaceutical rep that will give Stiller’s character some trouble.

COUNTRY STRONG
December 22 Drama
Gwyneth Paltrow, Tim McGraw, Garrett Hedlund, Leighton Meester
A former country music star’s (Paltrow) return to the limelight is complicated by her relationships with her longtime manager (McGraw), a rising young musician (Hedlund) and the latest country starlet (Meester), as the road to fame proves more tumultuous than any of them expected.
Buzz: Paltrow’s husband Chris Martin wrote a song for her to sing and helped her learn guitar.

TRUE GRIT
December 22 Drama
Jeff Bridges, Hailee Steinfeld, Matt Damon, Josh Brolin, Barry Pepper
Tasked with tracking down her father’s killer, 14-year-old Mattie (Steinfeld), Texas Ranger La Boeuf (Damon) and alcoholic U.S. marshal Reuben J. Coburg (Bridges) journey into hostile Indian territory to find their man.
ANOTHER YEAR
December 29 Drama
Jim Broadbent, Lesley Manville, Ruth Sheen, Peter Wight, David Bradley
Happily married Tom (Broadbent) and Mary (Manville) are
confined in by an assortment of unhappy couples and loved ones,
as they watch their unmarried friend fall for their young son.
Buzz: Director Mike Leigh is known for not writing a
script so the actors must improvise their way through.

SEASON OF THE WITCH
January 7 Thriller
Nicolas Cage, Ron Perlman, Stephen Campbell Moore
A group of 14th-century knights are tasked with escorting
a witch to a mountain abbey where she is to be studied and
destroyed by monks who believe her powers come from the
Black Plague.
Buzz: Nicolas Cage had to endure hair extensions for this
movie as well as for his role in The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.

THE DILEMMA
January 14 Comedy
Vince Vaughn, Kevin James, Jennifer Connelly,
Winona Ryder, Channing Tatum, Queen Latifah
A perfect partnership between auto-designer buddies Ronny
(Vaughn) and Nick (James) is thrown into comic disarray
when Ronny catches Nick’s wife Geneva (Ryder) having an
affair with a younger man (Tatum).
Buzz: Winona Ryder won the lead female role after two
auditions, beating out the likes of Kate Beckinsale, Carla
Gugino and Uma Thurman.

THE GREEN HORNET
January 14 Action
Seth Rogen, Jay Chou, Cameron Diaz, Christoph Waltz
Millionaire playboy Britt Reid (Rogen) turns to crime fighting
following the untimely death of his media-mogul father
(Wilkinson). With the help of the latest high-tech gadgets
and deadly sidekick Kato (Chou), Reid takes to the night
to clean up the mean streets of L.A. and confront a ruthless
gangster (Waltz).
Buzz: Seth Rogen shed 30 pounds to play the part of Reid.

BARNEY’S VERSION
December 24 Drama
Paul Giamatti, Dustin Hoffman, Rosamund Pike,
Minnie Driver, Rachelle Lefevre, Scott Speedman,
Bruce Greenwood
This is the story of Barney Panofsky (Giamatti), a seem-
ingly ordinary man who lives an extraordinary life. He is
capable of all kinds of sneaky acts of gallantry, generosity,
and goodness when we—and he—least expect it. Spanning four
decades we get a glimpse into his unique life, including his
three wives (Lefevre, Driver and Pike). With his father, Izzy
(Hoffman) as his sidekick, Barney takes us through the many
highs and lows of his long and colorful life.
Buzz: Based on the novel by Canadian author Mordecai
Richler.

THE DEBT
December 29 Thriller
Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, Tom Wilkinson
Former Mossad agent Rachel Singer (Mirren) and her
partners’ (Worthington, Wilkinson) hunt for an infamous
Nazi war criminal ended 30 years earlier in bloodshed,
but is dragged out of the past by the revelation that they
may have got the wrong man. Now faced with a debt she
doesn’t know how to pay, Rachel must relive the trauma
of her past as she explores the events leading up to that
fateful day.
Buzz: Worthington trained in the art of Krav Maga for the part.
‘TIS THE SEASON TO CELEBRATE FESTIVE FILMS.
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THESE HOLIDAY-THMEOED MOVIES.

Tribute Crossword

ACROSS
1 Tim Allen starred in the popular Christmas series ___ Clause
5 My ___ Lady touched hearts in 1964
9 Amy ___ of Leap Year and Enchanted
10 Cowboy actor Sam ___ starred in the 1989 flick Prancer, about an ailing reindeer
11 Beverley D ___ played Chevy Chase’s wife Ellen in Christmas Vacation
12 Ache
14 He starred in How the Grinch Stole Christmas
16 Coach star Craig T ___ appeared with Elf’s Will Ferrell in Blades of Glory
19 The Christmas classic It’s a Wonderful Life was up for an ___ in 1946, but didn’t win
21 Home ___ was subtitled Lost in New York
24 ___ Scott is remembered for his portrayals of Patton and later Scrooge
25 Valli of 1948’s The Miracle of the Bells, with Frank Sinatra as Father Paul
26 Patty ___ of The Miracle Worker and A Season for Miracles
27 Denzel and Whitney starred in 1996’s The ___’s Wife

DOWN
1 ___ the Night Before Christmas inspired Tim Burton
2 He played Santa in Elf
3 Some prefer an ___ seat (for getting in and out)
4 Charlize ___ was Best Actress in 2003, but for a far from cheery role
6 Love in Paris
7 Basil ___ is best known for playing Sherlock Holmes, but also had a couple of turns as Scrooge
8 Jingle ___ Way featured Arnold and James Belushi as Mall Santa

13 Bill Murray portrayed a selfish TV exec in this 1988 holiday flick
15 Anger or upset
17 Like Noomi Rapace of the Dragon Tattoo films
18 Another of Santa’s reindeer (we met Prancer earlier)
20 Joe Pesci played one in
21 Across, and in the first of the series, too
22 Catherine ___ played Macaulay’s mom in those films
23 Bert ___ of the classic Wizard of Oz (he was the Cowardly Lion, of course)

Hammer’s Music Blog

Every December 31st on Z103.5, we get ready to ring in the New Year by counting down the top 103 songs of the previous year, and I can honestly say that this is one of the most anticipated year-end countdowns ever!

I spoke in an earlier blog about all the great new tracks that have been released. With hip hop artists working with dance producers, music genre barriers are being broken and the hit makers aren’t slowing down. It’s been an amazing year in music!

What will be the top song of 2010? I have no clue! There are usually one, two, maybe three songs that stand out above the rest every single year, but in 2010, there have been too many hits for that to be the case.

Countless bombs from Rihanna, Pitbull, Usher, the Black Eyed Peas, David Guetta, and many, many more— who knows what will be number one? If you want to help us decide, log on to www.z1035.com to vote for your favorite songs of 2010!
THE TWILIGHT SAGA: ECLIPSE
December 4
High school student Bella Swan (Kristen Stewart) is forced to choose between pursuing her love for Edward Cullen (Robert Pattinson) or maintaining her friendship with Jacob Black (Taylor Lautner), knowing her decision could potentially upset the delicate balance between vampires and werewolves. Meanwhile, a war is brewing between the Cullens and the Newborn Army, a legion of bloodthirsty vampires hell-bent on bringing death and havoc to everything in their path.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
"Loved it all the way through."
"Better than the second, but lacks any semblance of acting."

INCEPTION
December 7
Dom Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) is a thief like no other: he breaks into people’s minds, stealing their deepest secrets and exploiting repressed memories. But when an opportunity arises for him to be reunited with his estranged family, Cobb teams with long-time partner Arthur (Joseph Gordon-Levitt), con man Eames (Tom Hardy) and brilliant college student Ariadne (Ellen Page) for one last mission to do the unthinkable: implant a memory and convince a corporate CEO to break apart his empire.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
"Inception had a more unique plot than most movies that come out."
"Interesting, but confusing at times."

SHREK FOREVER AFTER
December 7
Once a fearsome ogre, Shrek (Mike Myers) now leads the easy life, signing autographs and beloved by the locals. Longing for a return to the good old days, Shrek makes a deal with the conniving Rumpelstiltskin, and finds himself transported to an alternate reality where ogres are hunted, he and his love Fiona (Cameron Diaz) have never met and Rumpelstiltskin is king. Locked in a race against time, Shrek must set things right, reclaim Fiona and return to the world he used to take for granted.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
"The music was great and the animation was memorable."
"It was okay...not as funny as the other three."

THE OTHER GUYS
December 14
When a wacky forensic accountant (Will Ferrell) and a high-strung beat cop (Mark Wahlberg) get a shot at cracking a multi-billion dollar scam, it’s only a matter of time before one of them screws up (who knew desk pops were frowned upon?) Now, with both the cops and the crooks on their case, they try to prove they’re the right men for the job, and stop thieves from stealing $30 billion from the NYPD’s retirement fund.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
"Best Will Ferrell movie yet!"
"Jokes went on too long, and the timing was off."

THE A-TEAM
December 14
A group of Army Rangers team up to take on the toughest jobs the U.S. government can throw at them, until they’re wrongfully imprisoned for a crime they didn’t commit. Together as the rough and tumble A-Team, Colonel Hannibal Smith (Liam Neeson), Lt. Peck (Bradley Cooper), B.A. Baracus (Quinton Rampage Jackson) and Capt. H.M. Murdock (Sharlto Copley) must clear their names and take down the crooked CIA agent (Patrick Wilson) who framed them.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
"Liam Neeson did a great job as Hannibal!"
"Should have been more like the TV show."

SALT
December 21
After a Russian defector accuses highly trained CIA agent Evelyn Salt (Angelina Jolie) of being a mole, she’s forced to run. Now, with the CIA in pursuit and her life on the line, Salt must use the skills she’s learned as a super-spy to elude her captors, and prove once and for all she is who she says she is.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
"This movie was great...at putting me to sleep."
"Good movie! Angelina holds her own with the likes of Bond & Bourne."

For more DVDs, go to www.tribute.ca/movies/dvd
It will be the most extravagant wedding since Prince Charles wed then Lady Diana Spencer on July 29, 1981. As Prince William and Kate Middleton, both 28, prepare to wed April 29, 2011, the world will be waiting in anticipation to watch this lavish wedding taking place at Westminster Abbey. His parents’ wedding was televised and watched by a global audience of over 750 million people around the globe.

William, the first son of Charles and Diana, second in line to the throne, recently popped the question to his longtime girlfriend Kate Middleton. Prince William asked Kate to marry him on a private wildlife reserve in central Kenya last month, giving her his mother’s engagement ring, a stunning 12-carat, oval-cut Ceylon Sapphire surrounded by 18 diamonds, set in white gold with a narrow yellow gold band. It will be the first time in 350 years that a royal will marry a commoner. When making the official announcement, William said, “The timing is right. We are very, very happy.”

Prince William met Middleton while at university, where they shared a flat with several other roommates. Since then, she and the prince have enjoyed quiet foreign holidays, but have often been apart. There was a blip in 2007 when they separated for a few months, allegedly because she was frustrated at his lack of commitment. Her comment at the time was, “He’s so lucky to be going out with me.” But their split soon ended with a reconciliation.

When you’re marrying into the royal family, particularly the son of the much-loved People’s Princess, Diana, there’s no doubt comparisons will be made. “I would have loved to have met her and she’s obviously an inspirational woman to look up to,” Middleton has said. “Obviously on this day and going forward, you know it is a wonderful family. The members who I’ve met have achieved a lot and are very inspirational,” Middleton added, before her fiancé interjected that there would be “no pressure” on his bride. “No one is trying to fill my mother’s shoes. What she did was fantastic,” William said. “It’s about making your own future and your own destiny, and Kate will do a very good job of that.”

That said, all that’s left is to document their union on the big screen.

Go to tribute.ca and tell us:
What’s your favorite royal movie or TV show?
The King’s Speech, The Duchess, The Queen, The Young Victoria, The Tudors
Tribute
Canada’s most read movie magazine!
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